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Abstract 

This paper applies Data Assimilation (DA) methods to a Water Distribution System Model to improve the real-
time estimation of water demand, and hydraulic system states. A time series model is used to forecast water 
demands which are used to drive the hydraulic model to predict the future system state. Both water demands and 
water demand model parameters are corrected via DA methods to update the system state. The results indicate that 
DA methods improved offline hydraulic modelling predictions. Of the DA methods, the Ensemble Kalman Filter 
outperformed the Kalman Filter in term of updating demands and water demand model parameters. 

© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility ofthe CCWI2013 Committee. 
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1. Introduction 

The management of Water Distribution Systems (WDS) are devised to meet consumer demand with sustainable 
environmental and financial consequences. This means water demand forecasting is an important component to 
help manage WDS (Herrera, et al., 2010). However, to manage the WDS efficiently and effectively, short term and 
medium-term water demand forecasting is required to plan the regional water supply system (Zhou, et al., 2002). 
These help planners and engineers to make better decisions concerning water supply balance (Bougadis, et al., 
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2005); planning and managing water demands during unplanned events (Jain & Ormsbee, 2002) and setting 
optimal pumping schemes to reduce energy (Herrera, et al., 2010).  
 
Hydraulic modelling software is mostly used off-line for specific objectives such as contingency planning, network 
optimisation and strategy planning (Machell, et al., 2010). To ensure there is a high confidence in off-line 
hydraulic models, off-line calibrations (based on short-term historical data) of the model are performed once every 
few years (Machell, et al., 2010) i.e. United Utilities (UU) update their hydraulic models once in 5-10 years. The 
major drawback of off-line models is that both known and unknown parameters are updated by using short term 
sample of hydraulic data (Preis, et al., 2010). Therefore, the off-line calibrated model may not represent the current 
state of the WDS for operational purposes especially in emergency events (Preis, et al., 2011). 
 
The interest in developing online modelling of WDS has always been there (Hutton, et al., 2012) but the 
implementation of on-line modelling in a large scale is the major problem (Preis, et al., 2010; Shang, et al., 2006), 
(Shang, et al., 2006). On-line hydraulic modelling is a combination of Data Assimilation (DA), hydraulic model 
and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) to give a better representation of WDS. DA combines the 
hydraulic state estimates with the system observations to produce optimal hydraulic state estimates (Bouttier & 
Couttier, 1999). The advantages of using DA are 1) the hydraulic model is updated consistently; 2) associated 
errors are incorporated and 3) provide better hydraulic state and parameter estimates. This makes operational 
parameters estimation more realistic through recursive and iterative processes (Hatchett, et al., 2009).  
 
However, Hatchett, et al. (Hatchett, et al., 2009) highlighted that there are many developed data assimilation 
methodologies which are already applied to WDS modelling. For example, Shang, et al. (Shang, et al., 2006) 
presented a Predictor-Corrector (PC) method to estimate water demand in real time. The PC method involved 
Autoregressive Integrated Moving average (ARIMA) (Box & Jenkins, 1976) which is used to forecast the water 
demand (pattern values). The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to correct the predictions of water demand 
(pattern values) with the aid of observation of flow rate and head. Pries, et al. (Preis, et al., 2010) used the PC 
framework and implemented M5 Model-Trees Algorithm (Quinlan, 1992)  to predict the demand Multiplication 
factor (DMF) in real time. Then used Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Holland, 1975) with Huber function to correct the 
DMF based on the residual difference between model and predicted data (flow and pressure). 
 
In this paper, offline hydraulic modelling is compared to online hydraulic modelling of a WDS to investigate 
whether DA methods can lead to improved predictions of water demand and system states (e.g. flow and pressure). 
A hydraulic model of a WDS is calibrated using system observations spanning one week. The observations of the 
following week are then used to validate the WDS model calibration. The WDS model is then run to predict 
system states for a third consecutive week. During the third week the performance of the offline model is 
compared to predictions from the same model when applied using two data assimilation methodologies: The 
Kalman Filter (KF) and Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF), which are used to assimilate observations to update 
water demand estimates, and also the water demand forecasting model parameters. 
 

2. Methodology 
 

2.1. Offline Hydraulic Modelling 
 
The modelling of WDS involves the use of both static asset information and dynamic parameters including 
demand distributions valve and pump operations. The WDS hydraulic model is calibrated manually by using one 
week (168hrs) of flow and pressure data at 15 minute intervals. Only roughness values and demand profiles are 
altered during the calibration process. The demand profiles derived from the flow data of the following second 
week (169hrs – 336hrs) are used to model predictions (flow and pressure). These model predictions are compared 
to observed flow rates and pressure to check if the model is well-calibrated. Once a suitable match to the 
observations is obtained, the first and second week demand profiles are used as a 2 weeks demand pattern 
coefficient in the calibrated model. The calibrated model is then simulated for the 3 weeks and the third week 
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model predictions (337 – 504hrs) are used as offline hydraulic modelling data. The third week model predictions 
are based on averaged demand of the first and second week demand. 
 

2.2. Online Hydraulic Modelling 
 
Online hydraulic modelling involves combination of Water Demand Forecasting Model (WDFM) and Data 
Assimilation (DA) methods to update the hydraulic state of the water distribution system. This process is regarded 
as predictor-corrector loop process. The steps of online modelling of WDS are as follow: 

1. State prediction: this step is where the WDFM is run to forecast water demands for the next 15 minutes. 
These forecast water demands are then used to drive the hydraulic model from the known initial system 
state to next hydraulic states. The outputs from the hydraulic simulation are pipe flow rates, tank levels 
and pressures in the network.  

2. State correction:  DA methods (KF or EnKF) are used to update both forecast water demands and 
WDFM parameters. This method is driven by the difference in forecast hydraulics state (flow rates) and 
system observations at the current step.  

3. Updated demands are then used to re-run the model to get the updated state at the current time step. 
4. Repeat steps one to three at the next time step. 

 
The initial online modelling starts at the beginning of third week (t = 336hrs). 
 

3. Water Demand Forecasting Model  
 
Water demand is one of the essential parameters to predict the WDS behaviour in real-time model. Therefore, there 
are Water Demand Forecasting Models (WDFM) available to forecast water demands such as ARIMA (Box & 
Jenkins, 1976), M5 Model tress (Quinlan, 1992) and ANN (Mounce, 2002). Other models can be found in 
(Herrera, et al., 2010). In this paper, a simple short-term WDFM is developed after experimentation of seasonal 
ARIMAs and regression analysis. The developed WDFM uses weighted rate of changes to forecast the water 
demand and is defined as: 
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where f
td  is the forecast demand at the current time step; tM  is the model operator and a

1td −  is the updated 
demand at the previous time step (i.e. 15 minutes ago). 
 
The model operator is the sum of the product of demand factor (rate of change) and its associated weight matrix: 
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where nw is the number of demand factors; αi,t is the i-th demand factor and wi,t is the associated weight at time 
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where dt-1 is the demand from the previous 15mins, dt-2 is the demand from 30mins ago, dt-96 is the demand from 
one day (i.e. 24 hours) ago, day+15mins (t-97), week (t-672), week +15mins (t-673), 2 weeks (t-1344) and 2 weeks 
+15mins (t-1345). 
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The developed WDFM is a simple multivariate time series model which offers a mechanism of studying the impact 
rates of changes and associated WDFM parameters on demand estimation. 

4. Data Assimilation  
 

4.1. Kalman Filter with WDFM parameters updating 
 
The Kalman Filter (KF) (Kalman, 1960) is a recursive estimator that updates both forecast demands and WDFM 
parameters through the combination of forecast hydraulic state estimates and system observations. The hydraulic 
state estimates of the WDS system is expressed as:  
 

)x(hŷ f
tt =            (4) 

where f
tx are the forecast hydraulic parameter (demands);  tŷ is the system observation (flow rates and pressure 

heads) and (.)h  models nonlinear network hydraulics. 
 
The KF is expressed in two steps, the analysis step where the system observations are assimilated into the filter, 
and the forecast step, where information about the system is used. The adapted procedure for updating forecast 
demands and WDFM parameters are as follows (Moraradkhani, et al., 2005): 
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and the forecast step: 
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where a

tx is the updated hydraulic demands; ty is the system observation; 1tw + and tw are updated WDFM 

parameters at the time step respectively; xy
tK and wx

tK  are the Kalman gain for updating demands and WDFM 

parameters respectively; y
tP and x

tP are the forecast  error covariance matrix of forecast hydraulic state, tŷ  and 

demands, f
tx  respectively; xy

tP  is the cross covariance of forecast demands and  system observations; wx
tP is the 

cross covariance of WDFM parameters and forecast demands; y
t

R and x
t

R are the covariance of the system 
observations and updated demands respectively;  
 
The difference )ŷy( tt −  in equation 5 is called the Kalman innovation which reflects the discrepancy between the 
forecast hydraulic states and the system observations. The Kalman gains in equation 6 are the weight factor that 
uses a combination of observation and forecast error covariance. The problems with KF are: 1) It is very difficult 
to quantify the error covariance; 2) Kalman gain can give too much weight to forecast demand which can cause the 
divergence of the filtering process; 3) the correction process is restricted to residual error between the forecast and 
observed hydraulic state. Hence, KF in this paper uses an online single pass covariance (Knuth, 1998) to update 
both the demand forecast error and WDFM parameter covariance: 
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where y

1tP− and x
1tP − are the forecast  error covariance matrix of  hydraulic states, tŷ  and forecast demand, f

tx  at 
previous time step, t-1 respectively; 
 
This online algorithm for calculating the covariance is less prone to loss of precision caused by cancellation and 
also it considers previous updated covariance without storing all the historical covariance. However, the error 
covariance of the observations and updated demands are drawn from normal distribution with zero-mean and 
standard deviation of 1% of the observations. The cross covariance of hydraulic state estimates and system 
prediction; and the cross covariance of WDFM parameters and forecast hydraulic state estimates (Smith, 2010) are 
expressed as: 
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where tH is the observation matrix which map the forecast hydraulic state estimates to observed states; tC is the 
Jacobian of the WDFM model with respect to the model parameters and w

tP is the variance of the WDFM 
parameters. 

 
4.2. Ensemble Kalman Filter 

 
Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) (Evensen, 1994) is a suboptimal estimator to update the ensemble of forecast 
demands and WDFM parameters separately without the need of covariance matrices. The analysis step of EnKF is: 
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where N is the ensemble number; tw  and 1-tw  are the ensemble matrix of  updated and forecast WDFM 

parameters; a
tX  and f

tX  are the ensemble matrix  of updated and forecast demands; tY  and tŶ  are the system 

observations and predictions  matrix; xy
tK  and xw

tK are the Kalman gain for updating forecast demands and 
WDFM parameters; CP  is the  cross covariance of ensemble states and predictions, CR  is the system observation 
error covariance; T is the transpose of the designated matrix; Ex and Ey are the forecast and observation errors; 
ŷ
tμ and  y

tμ   are the ensemble mean of forecast hydraulic states and system observation respectively. 
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In the application of the EnKF the assimilated observation is perturbed separately for each ensemble member. In 
the implementation presented here the perturbation is drawn from a truncated normal distribution with mean equal 
to the observation at each time step, and a variance equal to 0.25% of the observed values and limited to the range 
of 2% of the observed values. The ensemble of forecast hydraulics states are generated by perturbing the selected 
WDFM parameters (associated weights) with noise drawn from a truncated normal distribution at the initial step.  
The main principle of EnKF is to approximate the forecast and observation error covariance from these ensemble 
statistics in equation 12 and 13. The ensemble of WDFM parameters are updated by using the following KF steps:  
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where a
tx   and f

tx  are ensemble mean of both updated and forecast demands; tw is the ensemble mean of WDFM 
parameters. 
 
In equation 15, the covariance of the updated demand is drawn from normal distribution with zero-mean and 
standard deviation is 1% of the ensemble mean of updated hydraulic state. The WDFM parameter covariance is 
also drawn from normal distribution with zero-mean and standard deviation equal to 2% of the ensemble mean of 
WDFM parameters.  
 

5. Case Study 
 
The DA methods were tested on a real water supply network which is renamed as WSZ01. WSZ01 provides water 
service to approximately 16,000 customers. The WSZ01 model consists of 1 tank, 3 Pressure Reducing Valves 
(PRV) and 8 District Metered Areas (DMA). All DMAs have one inlet and outlet flow meter except DMA03 
which has two inlet flow meters. DMA01 has large percentage of industrial users and also covers a large retail park 
and a local airport. Figure 3 depicts the WSZ01 network configuration with sensor locations. 
 

Table 1: The percentage of demand consumption in each DMA 
Type of User DMA01 DMA02 DMA03 DMA04 DMA19205 DMA06 DMA07 DMA08 
Unmetered Domestic 58% 85% 88% 95% 65% 90% 92% 93% 

Metered Domestic 2% 1% 2% 1% 1% 5% 0% 5% 
10hrs Users 17% 7% 10% 4% 4% 5% 3% 3% 
24hrs Users 23% 6% 0% 0% 30% 0% 5% 0% 

 
In this case study, 3 DMAs in the network are not included because they are pressure managed. All the flow meters 
are located at the inlet of each DMA with 1 pressure sensor located at highest point in DMA01, DMA06. The 
model is calibrated based on 1 week observed data (flow rates and pressures) between 11th Feb and 17th Feb 2013. 
The observations between 18th and 24th Feb are used to validate the model calibration. Each DMA was grouped 
into 4 demand groups (table 1) to reduce the number of unknown parameters. The unmetered domestic users 
demand pattern coefficient and roughness values were modified to ensure that both predicted flow and pressure 
match the observed flow and pressure. Both offline and online modelling was then run for the remaining 7days 
(25th Feb – 3rd Mar 2013) with a 15 minute time step.  
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Figure 1:WSZ01 model with flow meter (blue dot) and pressure sensor (red square) locations 

6. Results and Discussion 
 
The number of assumptions is made in this paper: 1) pipe roughness values and other hydraulic model parameters 
are assumed to be known and remain constant during the online modelling; 2) the WSZ01 model have no leakage; 
3) Only unmetered domestic users pattern coefficients are updated during online modelling while the other three 
demand group do not change during online modelling. 
     The value for WDFM parameters w1, w2, w3 and w4 are 0.2, 0.3, 0.3 and 0.2 respectively. These values are 
derived by Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) using the demand rate of changes between 28th Jan 2013 to 11th 
Feb 2013. When EnKF is applied, the WDFM parameters ensemble was perturbed by adding noise drawn from a 
truncated normal distribution with mean equal to the WDFM parameters at each time step, and a variance equal to 
2% of the values and range limited 20% of the values. The WDFM forecast water demands in each DMA are then 
disaggregated to compute the individual DMA unmetered domestic users’ profile. The steps of DMA demand 
disaggregation are 1) multiply the metered domestic users, 10hrs user and 24 hours with their respective demand 
coefficient; 2) subtract DMA demand from the sum of the other demands in step 1; 3) divide the remaining DMA 
demand obtained in step 2 by the number of properties in the DMA. The DA methods correct the water demands to 
update the hydraulic states in WSZ01 (figure 2). In the application of EnKF, an ensemble size of 10 members was 
used as predictive performance showed no sign of improvement with more members. The DA methods performed 
with the aid of EPANET and Microsoft Visual C++ on HP laptop (2.30GHz, 6.0GB of RAM). The execution time 
for each DA Method is displayed in table 2.  
 

Table 2: Comparison of execution time for each data assimilation scheme 
Hydraulic Modelling Execution Time for a 

single time step 
Execution Time 

for a week 
Offline Less than millisecond 0h 0m 4s 

Online - KF 1.24s 0h 14m 01s 
Online - EnKF 11.43s 1h 52m 48s 

 
The results show that online hydraulic state prediction models perform better than offline hydraulic modelling 
according to the table 3, 4 and Figure 3. This is because the DA methods update the forecast demands which are 
used to re-run the WSZ01 model to get the current hydraulic states of the system. These current hydraulic states of 
the system are then used as the initial condition for the next time step. Both KF and EnKF have low Mean 
Absolute Error (MAE) values compared to offline values. Among DA methods, EnKF generally performed better 
the KF.  The coefficient of determination values of DMA01 for online modelling is higher than the offline 
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modelling because the DMA01 has a higher percentage of industrial users which cannot be represented by the 
offline model.   
 

Table 3: Comparison of the hydraulic modelling performances for each DMA demand prediction 
MAE = Mean Absolute Error; R2 = Coefficient of Determination. These statistics measure the distance  

between the observed and predicted demands in individual DMA. 
Statistics Method DMA01 DMA02 DMA03 DMA04 DMA06 DMA07 DMA08 
MAE(lps) Offline 16.402 1.540 0.416 4.086 1.351 0.864 0.699 

 KF 7.878 1.365 0.353 1.450 1.050 0.743 0.615 
  EnKF 7.545 1.313 0.246 1.386 0.986 0.720 0.477 

R2 Offline 0.017 0.949 0.957 0.409 0.839 0.914 0.853 
  KF 0.642 0.962 0.963 0.775 0.904 0.947 0.962 
  EnKF 0.663 0.975 0.985 0.776 0.914 0.952 0.974 

 
Table 4: Comparison of the pressure prediction statistics

Statistics Method DMA01 DMA06 
MAE(m) Offline 3.303 0.510 

 KF 1.984 0.353 
  EnKF 1.617 0.334 

 

 
Figure 2: Comparison between observed and predicted pressure at node A0020A71 (DMA06) every 15mins 

 

 
Figure 3: Comparison between observed and predicted flow rate at link X32230F7 (DMA04 flow meter) every 15mins ahead  

 
Figure 4 shows that online modelling makes better predictions of flow rate in 15mins ahead compared to offline 
modelling. Ensemble mean of forecast demands tend to give better prediction compare to KF. There are various 
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patterns of the updated parameter evolution between KF and EnKF and examples are displayed in figure 4 and 5. 
The noticeable pattern updated WDFM parameters between KF and EnKF is KF tend to have more irregular line 
compare to EnKF. Since the demand factors (rate of changes) in equation 3 change every 15mins, EnKF shows 
that WDFM parameters need to change steadily to give a good forecast of water demands in the next 15mins. The 
impact of the irregular pattern of WDFM parameters from KF affects the forecast demand in figure 4.  
 

 
Figure 4: Evolution of updated WDFM parameter values in DMA05 (KF)  

 

 
Figure 5: Evolution of ensemble mean of updated WDFM parameter values in DMA05 (EnKF) 

 
7. Conclusion 

On-line hydraulic modelling of a water distribution system is capable of making prediction that can reflect the 
WDS state more accurately than when using an offline model. This is because the DA methods used in an online 
model updates the system states which minimises the bias in the initial conditions which, in turn, are used to 
simulate the system state in the next observation time step. Whilst the online model computational times are larger 
than the corresponding offline model run times. They are feasible for real time application. 

The results obtained demonstrate that the EnKF performs well compared to the KF method in term of updating 
WDFM parameters. However, it takes KF 70% less of EnKF time to run online modelling of WSZ01 for a week. It 
is still feasible apply EnKF for online hydraulic modelling given the time step in real-time is 15 minutes. 

Further research will include an investigation on how both pressure and flow data could be used to update WDFM 
parameters and other demand pattern coefficients (farm usage, leakage, metered domestic user, 10hrs and 24hrs 
user).   
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